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Abstract 

 

In the present paper we consider some properties of a continuous multifunction 

with compact and convex values. It is proven that the image of a path-wise 

connected set is also path-wise connected, but for a strongly injective 

multifunction with a compact feasible domain the path-wise connected property of 

the feasible domain is equivalent to a path-wise connected property of its image. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Let   be the Euclidean norm on nR , yxyxd ),(  be the Euclidean 

distance between nRyx ,  and   be the Euclidean topology induced by d . It is 

known that the Euclidean norm is strictly convex, members of   are called open 

sets and their complements are called closed sets. 

For a better understanding of this paper, we present some useful notations 

and definitions. 
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Let nRY   be a nonempty set and let us introduce: 

(1) A point nRx  is called a boundary point of Y  if and only if every 

neighborhood )(xN  contains a point of Y  and a point of YRn \ , i.e. 

YxN )(  and )\()( YRxN n . The set of all boundary points of Y  is 

denoted by bdY . The closed set bdYYclY   is called the topological closure 

of Y . In other words, clY  is the intersection of all closed sets which contain Y . 

(2) A point Yx  is called an interior point of Y  if and only if there is a 

neighborhood )(xN  such that YxN )( . The set of all interior points of Y  

is denoted by Yint . In other words, Yint  is the union of all sets U  such that 

YU   and we also see that Yint . 

(3) A point Yx  is called an efficient point of Y  if and only if 

)}({}{ nRxYx   . The set of the all efficient points of Y  is denoted by 

 YEff  and it is called an efficient set. It is well-known that if Y  is nonempty 

compact and Yx , then  YEff  is nonempty,   bdYYEff   and there exists a 

point  YEffy  such that )}({ nRxy   [2]. 

Let us consider a multifunction nRXF :  where the feasible domain 
mRX   is nonempty. Note that the image of each point by a multifunction is 

nonempty. Recall some standard topological definitions and their equivalent 

statements for a continuous multifunction, respectively. 

(1) F  is called upper semi-continuous (briefly usc) at a point Xx  if and 

only if for each open set 
nRV   such that VxF )( , these exists a set U  of   

containing x  such that XUy   implies VyF )( . This is equivalent to " F  

is upper semi-continuous at a point Xx  if and only if   Xx
kk 


1
 and 

  )(
1

XFy
kk 



 are a pair of sequences such that xxk

k



lim  and  kk xFy   

for all Nk , then there exists a convergent subsequence of  
1kky  whose limit 

belongs to  xF ". F  is usc on X  if and only if F  is usc at each point Xx . 

(2) F  is called lower semi-continuous (briefly lsc) at a point Xx  if and 

only if for each open set 
nRV   such that VxF )( , there exists a set U  

of   containing x  such that XUy   implies VyF )( . This is 

equivalent to " F  is lower semi-continuous at a point Xx  if and only if 

  Xx
kk 


1
 is a sequence convergent to x  and  xFy , then there exists a 

sequence   )(
1

XFy
kk 



 such that  kk xFy   for all Nk  and yyk

k



lim ". 

F  is lsc on X  if and only if F  is lsc at each point Xx . 

(3) F  is called continuous at a point Fx  if and only if F  is both usc 

and lsc at point Xx . F  is continuous on X  if and only if F  is continuous 

at each point Xx . 
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It is known that the image of a compact set by an upper semi-continuous 

multifunction with compact values is compact [8 – Proposition 9.7]. 

The theory of continuous selections of a multifunction is an intensively 

developing research area in recent decades, and there have been numerous 

applications in convex analysis, fixed point theory, optimization, game theory and 

other diverse branches of modern mathematics. The research in selection theory 

was started by Ernest Michael in 1956 with the proof of several continuous 

selection theorems [5] [6]. Now we will introduce several concepts for continuous 

selections. 

(1) By a continuous selection f  for F , we mean a continuous function 

)(: XFXf   such that )()( xFxf   for all Xx . 

(2) By a boundary continuous selection f  for F , we mean a continuous 

function )(: XFXf   such that )()( xbdFxf   for all Xx . 

(3) Let F  have compact values. By an efficient continuous selection f  for 

F , we mean a continuous function )(: XFXf   such that ))(()( xFEffxf   

for all Xx . 

Of course, if f  is an efficient continuous selection for F , then f  is a 

boundary continuous selection for F , but in general the converse does not hold. 

 

Remark 1. In [7 - Theorem 1(a)], it is proven that if mRX   and 
nRXF :  is a continuous multifunction with compact and convex values, then 

there exists an efficient continuous selection )(: XFXf   for F .  

As a corollary of Remark 1 it follows that if mRX   and nRXF :  is a 

continuous multifunction with compact and convex values, then there exists a 

boundary continuous selection f  for F . 

 

Remark 2. Let us recall that "The set Y  is connected if and only if it is not 

the union of a pair of nonempty sets of  , which are disjoint" and "The set Y  is 

path-wise connected if and only if for every Yyx ,  there exists a continuous 

function Yp ]1;0[:  such that xp )0(  and yp )1(  (or x  is path-wise 

connected with y ); the function p  is called a path." It is known that the 

following statements are true: "Convexity implies path-wise connectedness, 

path-wise connectedness implies connectedness, and connectedness and path-wise 

connectedness of sets are preserved under a continuous function". The image of a 

connected set by either an upper semi-continuous or a lower semi-continuous 

multifunction with connected values is connected [1 – Proposition 6.2.12] [4].  

 

Remark 3. Let X  and Y  be two topological spaces. A homotopy between 

two continuous functions YXgf :,  is defined to be a continuous function 

YXH  ]1;0[:  such that )()0,( xfxH   and )()1,( xgxH   for all Xx . 

In this case, we say that f  and g  are homotopic. If f  and g  are two 

homeomorphisms, then we say that they are isotopic [3] [9].  
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Geometrically, we can consider the homotopy H  as a continuously 

deformation of f  to g . So we sometimes write gfH :  to denote the 

homotopy, i.e. H  is a continuously deformation of f  to g . It is easy to check 

that homotopy is an equivalence relation on the set of continuous functions 

YX  . We denote the homotopy class of a continuous function YXf :  by 

][ f . Moreover, we write ],[ YX  for the set of homotopy classes of continuous 

functions from X  to Y . This is much more manageable than the complete set of 

continuous functions between X  and Y . 

 

Remark 4. (a) The set XY   is a retract of X  if and only if there exists a 

continuous function YXr :  such that xxr )(  for all Yx . The function 

r  is called a retraction of X  to Y . 

(b) The set XY   is a deformation retract of X  if and only if there exist a 

retraction YXr :  and a homotopy XXH  ]1;0[:  such that xxH )0,(  

and )()1,( xrxH   for all Xx , and also ytyH ),(  for all Yy  and for all 

]1;0[t . In this case the homotopy H  is called a deformation retraction.  

By the above definition, it follows that every deformation retraction has a 

retraction that is homotopic to the identity function. 

 

Remark 5. From a more formal viewpoint, a retraction is a function 

YXr :  such that )()( xrxrr   for all Xx , since this equation says 

exactly that r  is the identity on its image. Retractions are the topological analogs 

of projection operators in other parts of mathematics. Clearly, every deformation 

retract is a retract, but in generally the converse does not hold [3] [9].  

 

Remark 6. A multifunction nRXF :  is called strongly injective if and 

only if )()( yFxF   for any two different points Xyx , . Let us assume 

that mRX   and nRXF :  is a strongly injective multifunction. It is easy to 

show that there exists a function XXFv )(:  such that zzFv ))((  for all 

Xz . This function v  is called an inverse function for F  and we understand 

that the condition )()( yFxF   for any two different points Xyx ,  is very 

important for the existence of v . By analogy, for an injective function f  we 

have that )()( yfxf  .  

In this framework the aim of this paper is to show some new properties of a 

continuous multifunction with compact and convex values. 

 

2. Main Results 
 

In the second section of this paper, we will prove a theorem for images of 

sets by a multifunction with compact and convex values. 

Theorem 1. Let mRX   be nonempty and 
nRXF :  be a continuous 

multifunction with compact and convex values. 
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(a) If X  is path-wise connected, then )(XF  is path-wise connected too. 

(b) If X  is compact, F  is strongly injective and f  is a continuous 

selection for F , then f  is a homeomorphism and )(Xf  is a retract of )(XF . 

(c) If X  is compact and F  is strongly injective, then X  is path-wise 

connected is equivalent to )(XF  being path-wise connected. 

 

Proof. (a) It is well known that there exists a continuous selection f  for 

F . Hence, )(Xf  is path-wise connected, see Remark 2. We also have that 

)()( XFXf   and )()( xFXf   is nonempty for all Xx . 

Let )(, XFvu   be two arbitrary points. It is easy to see that there exist two 

points Xyx ,  such that )(xFu  and )(yFv . Let )()(1 xFXfu   and 

)()(1 yFXfv  . As a result we conclude that u  is path-wise connected with 

1u , 1u  is path-wise connected with 1v  and 1v  is path-wise connected with v . 

Finally, we deduce that u  is path-wise connected with v , i.e. )(XF  is 

path-wise connected. 

     (b) Let f  be a continuous selection for F . From )()( yFxF   for any 

two different points Xyx ,  it follows that f  is bijective. Thus, X  is compact 

and f  is a continuous bijective function on X  imply 1f  is continuous on 

)(Xf , i.e. f  is homeomorphism. 

Observe that Remark 6 allows us to define a function )()(: XfXFr   by 

)}(|)()({)( xFyXFxfyr  . Now we will prove that r  is a retraction, i.e. 

we must prove that r  is continuous on )(XF . 

 

First, let us assume that   )(}{,
1

XFyy
kk 



 such that yyk

k



lim . As a 

result we have that there exist unique x  and kx , ,...3,2,1k , such that they 

belong to X , )(xFy  and )( kk xFy  . From X  is compact it follows that 

there exists Xx 0  such that 0lim xxk
k




 where    







11 kkkk xx , i.e. 
0x  is a 

limit point of X  and  



1kkx . Hence, we find that )()()(lim 0 XFxfxf k

k



 

and )()(lim XFyxf k
k




. This means that )( 0xfy  , i.e. )()(lim xfxf k
k




. 

From f  is homeomorphism it follows that xxk
k




lim ; therefore, we obtain 

xxk
k




lim . Thus we prove that  
1kkx  is a sequence convergent to x . 

Second, let us consider the function r . Let us assume that 

  )(}{,
1

XFyy
kk 



 such that yyk

k



lim  and   )(}{,

1
XFxx

kk 



 such that 

)(xFy  and )( kk xFy  . In the first part of (b) we showed that xxk
k




lim .  
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But we also have that )()( kk xfyr   and )()( xfyr  ; therefore, we obtain 

)()()(lim)(lim yrxfxfyr k
k

k
k




. As a result we obtain that r  is continuous 

on )(XF . 

(c) First, let us assume that X  is path-wise connected. From (a) it follows 

that )(XF  is path-wise connected too. 

     Second, let us assume that )(XF  is path-wise connected. According to (b) 

we obtain a retraction )()(: XfXFr   where f  is a continuous selection for 

F ; therefore, )(Xf  is path-wise connected, see Remark 4. We also know that 

f  is a homeomorphism and this implies that X  is path-wise connected too. 

Finally, we deduce that X  is path-wise connected is equivalent to )(XF  

being path-wise connected. 

The theorem is proven. 

 

Remark 7. Let us consider two continuous selections f  and g  for F  

where nRXF :  is a continuous multifunction with convex values. It is easy to 

see that )()1()(.),( xgtxfttxH   is homotopy for Xx  and for ]1;0[t , 

because )(xF  is convex. This means that every two continuous selections for F  

are homotopic, i.e. we can “deform one continuously into the other”.  

 

Remark 8. Let us consider two continuous selections f  and g  for F  

where nRXF :  is a continuous multifunction with compact and convex 

values and let f  be an efficient selection, see Remark 1. According to Remark 7 

we get that ][ fg , i.e. each continuous selection is homotipic to the efficient 

continuous selection.  

 

Remark 9. Let us consider two continuous selections for F  where 
nRXF :   is a strongly  injective  continuous  multifunction  with compact 

and convex values, and feasible domain X  be compact, see also Theorem 1(b) 

and Remark 7. In this case these two given continuous selections for F  are 

isotopic.  
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